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Analysis of secondary-electron emission in beam-foil expel=iments with molecular ions
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%'e analyze the possibility of large oscillatory wake effects in secondary-electron emission induced

by molecular ions, which were proposed in previous interpretations of results derived from beam-foil

experiments. %e show that theoretical expectations are in disagreement with the description of such

oscillatory effects in terms of wake phenomena. Our analysis of various experimental evidences sug-

gests a different origin for the effect, %Ye propose a simple explanation for the molecular effect in

secondarywlectron emission, which is based on previous knowledge of electron emission from solid

targets, and of molecular effects in the energy loss of ion clusters in solid foils.

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular effects in secondary-electron emission (SEE)
fram sahds have been studied by several workers by
measurements of the electron yields due to atomic- and
molecular-ion impact.

This molecular effect can be characterized by a differ-

ence in the electran yield due to molecular ions (y ) and

the sum of the yields of the constituent ions (y, =yI+yi
for diatamic ious), incident with eqilaI velocities. The pa-

rameter commonly used to characterize the effect is the
ratio JI =y~/y, . Deviations in the values of 8 below

unity have been reported. '
More recently, a molecular effect has been observed

also in transmission experiments. 5 7 In this case the au-

thors presesit an explanation where only the electrons

ejected downstreln in the beam direction are considered,
and the effect is attributed to oscillatory wake effects on
the target electron density following the projectile. We
consider this explanation unsatisfactory in light of other
experimental evidence and theoretical arguments.

The existence of wake effects in the dynamics of ion-
cluster transmission in solids, and in the energy loss of the
emerging ions, has bow studied by several authorss
both theoretically and experimentally. These studies pro-
vide a good framework to analyze the possibility of a real
oscillatory behavior in the SEE yield. We 6nd that in the
conditions of the transmission experiments mentioned
above, no oscillatory behavior in the electron emission can
be expected, and we discuss a more plausible explanation
for the results.

and it was more recently reviewed by Echenique, Ritchie,
and Brandt 9 they obtain the following expression:

2Zeai& cozz cozp yg4 (p,z) = sin Eo, exp
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for points z behind the ion position (z ~0). The function
Eo(x,y) is defined in Ref. 9.

In Fig. 1 we show the values of the wake potential 4
and electric field EN= —V4 for points along the ion
trajectory (p=0) and for z &0. It can be observed that
the width of the plasma resonance produces a strong
damping of the wake potential. This is in disagreement
with the results shown in Ref. 5, where the damping is
quite small.

Moreover, it can be shown that if an average aver a uni-

form angular distribution is performed, to represent the
case of molecular ions incident with random orientations,
the interference effects are further washed out for internu-
clear distances rI2 ~ u/co& (Ref. 12).

The second argument refers to the threshold for
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II. VfAKE EFFECTS

There are at least two important theoretical arguments
that preclude a consistent description of an oscillatory
behavior in SEE in terms of plasma wakes, as reported in
Refs. 5—7.

The first one refers to the phenomenon of plasmon
damping. The plasma resonance for carbon can be
represented by a frequency ra~ =23 eV/A' and a damping
constant y=1 1 eV/5 (Ref. 14). The calculation of the
wake potential was given earlier by Neufeld and Ritchie, s
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FIG. 1. OscNatory dependence of the wake potential 4 and
electric field E„=—V4 for points along the ion trajectory
(p=0, z ~0} in atomic units. Calculations correspond to 100-
keV/amu ions in carbon foils.
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plasmon excitation. A charged particle moving with velo-
city U can produce excitations with phase velocities
co/k & u. Since plasmon excitation is well defined only for
wave vectors k smaller than a given value k, (i.e., wave-
lengths longer than 2n/k, ), it may be shown that a
threshold velocity 0th =alp/k~ ls iieeded to iiidiice collec-
tive excitations. ' The value of u,h can be calculated us-

ing Lindhard s dielectric function e(u, z), where
u =co/ku~ and z=k/2k~. The plasma resonance is
given by the condition ei(it, z}=0, and the threshold for
plasmon excitation is determined by ei(u„u, —1)=0.
This yields the relation'
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and the threshold velocity is determined by u,h
——u, u~.

For carbon targets we take uF=-1.2 a.u. , and obtain
u,h ——1.6 a.u. This corresponds to a minimum energy of
60 keV/amu. The main effects shown in Refs. 5—7 occur
at energies below this value. Hence, they cannot be attri-
buted to wake phenomena.

III. MULTIPLE SCA.a j.BRING ErrrCTS

Since multiple scattering modifies the distribution of
the internuclear distances between the molecular frag-
ments during their transit through the solid, a discussion
of these effects would be import;mt for any analysis of
processes depending on the internuclear distance at the
exit.

To give only a short description of the effects of multi-
ple scattering on the dynamics of an ion cluster, we con-
sider the motion of iona of C and 0 resulting from the in-
cidence of CO+ ions on solid foils, and we make the fol-
lowing simplifying assumptions:

(a} The average distance riz, between the C and 0 ions
traversing a foil of thickness t, is calculated using a
screened interaction of the form

V(r) =Z (0)Z(C)r '
exp( —r/a),

where Z(C} and Z(0) are effective ion charges, and
a =au/f0&, with a= l.

(b) The uncertainty in the distance between the nuclei
proceeds from the multiple scattering of the fragments ac-
cording to the expression

«u = l"in«)+~in«})'" (4)

where ritz(Z} is the half-width at half maximum lateral
deviation of nucleus Z due to multiple scattering' {in
particular, we notice that this would apply if multiple
scattering acts independently on each nucleus and in-
coherently of the Coulomb force).

Figure 2 shows the distances r, z between the C-0 frag-
ments as functions of the dwell time, for velocities
U =0.S, 1.5, and 2.S a.u. Calculations of r,2 and hriq are
plotted separately. The multiple scattering uncertainties
hr, i were calculated according to Ref. 17, using Lenz-
Jensen interatomic potentials.

We can see that multiple scattering effects are weakly
dependent on the ion velocity, while the Coulomb explo-

FIG. 2. Internuclear distance r~2 (solid lines) and statistical
uncertainties LLr(g (dashed lines) between the C-0 fragments as
functions of the dwell time, for velocities (a} u =0.5, (1) u = 1.5,
and (c) u =2.5 a.u.

sion shows a much greater sensitivity below v =1.5 a.u.
In any case, for dwell times larger than 15 fs, a consider-
able uncertainty in the determination of the C-0 separa-
tion due to multiple scattering can be expected.

From these calculations we can assess the importance
of multiple scattering effects for the analysis of previous
experiments dealing with molecular ions in solid foils. In
particular, for the experiments of Refs. 5—7, our calcula-
tion shows that for those measurements carried out with
foil thickness greater than 8 )ug/cm the uncertainty Eric
in the internuclear distance becomes comparable or even
greater than riq. This would produce a significant smear-
ing of the wake potential acting at the exit.

IV. AN ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION

In Fig. 3 we show the ratios of electron yields,
R =y(CO+)/[y(C+)+y(0+)] corresponding to
molecular- and atomic-ion bombardment of carbon foils,
using the results reported in Fig. 7 of Ref. 6. A common
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FIG. 3. Ratios of secondary-electron yields,
8 =y(CO+)/[y(C+)+y(O+)) corresponding to molecular and
atomic bombardment of carbon foils, according to the results of
Ref. 6.
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feature in the data is a gradual increase in the value of R
for energies between approximately 20 ad 50 keV/amu,
almost independendy of the foil thickness .The data for
higher energies do not show a clear behavior, they rather
approach a value close to unity (with a maximum spread
of +15%}.

We stress that this gradual increase of R in this energy
range is the main effect observed in these experiments.
The oscillatory behavior sported in Refs. 5—7 could only
be obtained through the assignment of ad hoc phase shifts
to each set of data.

Our alternative explanation of this effect is based on
earlier observations of molecular effects in the energy loss
of ion clusters transmitted through thin solid foils at vari-
ous energies, " 'i and on previous studies of molecular ef-
fects in SEE in various velocity ranges. '

As is known from earlier work, "'~ the vicinage effect
in the energy loss of swift ion clusters becomes positive
(R & 1) for rather large velocities (u p 1 a.u.) and for in-
ternuclear distances rii &oleo~, due to interferences of
long-wavelength plasma waves. That is, the velocity
range where manifestations of wake effects can be impor-
tant. At lower velocities (namely u co uth ——1.6 a.u. for C}
the dominant mechanism for energy loss is the excitation
of single electrons. For low velocities and for the range of
internuclear distances probed in the experiments, the in-
terference in single excitations gives a negative effect on
the energy loss'2'3 (i.e.„R & 1). The proportionality be-
tween energy loss and SEE (Refs. 18 and 6) could then be
used to predict a similar effect in SEE. This would be in
qualitative agrennent with the behavior shown in Fig. 3.
Actually, the reduction of the energy loss alone ( —15%)
would only partially explain the larger effects in SEE
shown in Fig. 3.

We must then consider other possible contributions to
this effect. To this end we turn our attention to processes

occurring when the molecular ions enter the foil. Obvi-
ously, the initial charge corresponding to the incidence of
CO+ ions is smaller than for the impact of separate C+
and 0+ ions; therefore, a reduction of the yield is expect-
ed. Previous obmvations of molecular effects in SEE
from a single surface ' are consistent with a picture based
on reduced energy loss and initial-charge effects. In fact,
from the results of Ref. 3 we find values of R of about
12—40% below unity, which are indeed cotnparable with
the effect shown in Fig. 3. In addition, at even lower ve-
locities, where potential emission dominates, other experi-
ments also yield a reduced emission for molecular ions. i
Therefore, processes occurring at the entrance surface of
the foil may be the most important in determining the
molecular effect. This should be taken into account in the
analysis of liam-foil experiments, since so far these exper-
iments have actually measured the total emission from
both surfaces of the foil.

In conclusion, we consider that theoretical and experi-
mental evidences do not support the existence of an oscil-
latory behavior in the SEE of molecular ions, at least
under the conditions of previous beam-foil experiments.
The only neat molecular effect seems to be that of a
reduction in the R values for low velocities, an effect that
can be explained without recourse to wake phenomena. In
addition, we expect that much of this effect should occur
at the entrance surface. We consider that further experi-
mental evidences could still be obtained from separate
measurements of the emission in the forward and back-
ward directions of the foil.
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